
From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject:

dsturge@nalcorenergy.com 
Friday, November 8, 2013 12:36 PM 
ed martin/nlhydro 
Re: Board Papers

Hi Ed; at our meeting with Canada and Independent Engineer on Wednesday 
Canada requested that much more detail on the updated capex be provided 
(Jim working that with LCP team today and that updated financial models 
(not the business case model) reflecting the new costs and cost profile be 
available for review with them on Tuesday, recognizing that the financial 
models will form part of the agreements.

derrick

Derrick Sturge, FCA

Vice-President, Finance & CFO

Nalcor Energy

Sent from my iPad

On Nov 8, 2013, at 10:03 AM, "Ed Martin" <EMartin@nalcorenergy.com> wrote:

I was under the specific understanding that we would not have to do new financial models 
at all, just provide an update the capital and other costs to the feds - have the feds 

now asked for it. If not, why do we just leave the info as a cost update. Doing new 
financial models will need extensive review, new cost flows, and a huge amount of work, 
whoch is all news to me at this point. It will also require extensive engagement. I 

thought it was just an overview update. I am speaking in a few minutes.

Ed

This Email was sent from a Blackberry wireless handheld. The Email, including 
attachments, is confidential and proprietary. If you are not the intended recipient, any
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redistribution or copying of this message is prohibited. If you have received this Email 
in error, please notify us immediately by return Email, and delete this Email message.

From: Derrick Sturge

Sent: 11/08/2013 09:55 AM NST

To: Ed Martin

Subject: Re: Board Papers

Hi Ed, we are now in a mad panic getting revised cost numbers and profiles 
from project team on cost update. The revised financial models with the 

new capital costs are required to be attached to the NL Agreements which 
are being approved by the various Boards. Also, the financing agreements 
which are being approved by the various Boards will also need to include 

the updated capex. Meeting with Canada next Tuesday to review these 
revised models.

derrick

Derrick Sturge, FCA

Vice-President, Finance & CFO

Nalcor Energy

Sent from my iPad

On Nov 8, 2013, at 9:45 AM, "Ed Martin" <EMartin@nalcorenergy.com> wrote:

Do we have to include the updated capital numbers at this time, as the 

offset financing and reveenue savings are not included at this time. Not 

appropriate to do just one element.
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Ed

This Email was sent from a Blackberry wireless handheld. The Email, 
including attachments, is confidential and proprietary. If you are not the 

intended recipient, any redistribution or copying of this message is 
prohibited. If you have received this Email in error, please notify us 
immediately by return Email, and delete this Email message.

Derrick Sturge---11/08/2013 09:38 AM NST---Hi Ed; we are working to get a 
technical briefing package for the various Boards of Directors next T

From: IDerrick Sturge
To: lEd Martin
Cc:

Date: 11/08/2013 09:38 AM NST

Subject: Board Papers

Hi Ed; we are working to get a technical briefing package for the various 
Boards of Directors next Thursday. The agreements that are being approved 
will now have the revised capex number included. As a result, it will be 

necessary to revise all our models to reflect the $6.5......this info 
would be included in the materials going to the Boards next week. Just 

wanted to give you a heads up on that. Our deck will be focused on the 

corporate structure, commercial agreements, financing structure, FLG, and 

financing agreements. I suggested to Peter that he may wish to have 
Gilbert prepare a general project update type deck as well to present. 
The session will consist of the 6 brand new directors, the 4 relatively 
new ones on GP Co and LIL Holdco, and the Nalcor/ NLH directors........so 
while the Nalcor/ NLH directors will be relatively informed, the other 10 

directors will not be anywhere near s informed.

derricjk

Derrick Sturge, FCA

Vice-President, Finance & CFO

Nalcor Energy
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